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METHOD FOR DATA - DRIVEN
LEARNING -BASED CONTROL OF HVAC

SYSTEMS USING HIGH -DIMENSIONAL
SENSORY OBSERVATIONS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[0001 ] This invention relates to a method for controlling

an HVAC system , and an HVAC control system , more
specifically , to a reinforcement learning -based HVAC con

trol method and an HVAC control system thereof.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0002] A heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC )
system has access to multitude of sensors and actuators . The

sensors are thermometers at various locations in the build

ing, or infrared cameras that can read the temperature of the
people, objects , and walls in the room . Further, the actuators

in an HVAC system are fans blowing airs and controlling the
speed of airs to control the temperature in a room . The
ultimate goal of the HVAC system is to make occupants feel

more comfortable while minimizing the operation cost of the
system .

[0003 ] The comfort level of an occupant depends on many
factors including the temperature, humidity , and airflow
around the occupant in the room . The comfort level also
depends on the body 's core temperature and other physi
ological and psychological factors that affect the perception
of comfort. There are external and internal factors with
complex behaviors . The external factors depend on the

temperature and humidity of the airflow , and can be
described by the coupling of the Boussinesq or Navier
Stokes equation and the advection - diffusion equations .

These equations are expressed by partial differential equa

tions (PDE) describing the momentum and the mass trans
portation of the airflow and the heat transfer within the
room . The physical model of the airflow is a complex

dynamical system , so modeling and solving the dynamical

system in real-time is very challenging . Since the governing
equations of the airflow are expressed by PDEs, the tem

perature and humidity are not only time varying , but also

spatially -varying . For example , the temperature near win
from the windows. So a person sitting close to a window
might feel uncomfortable even though the average tempera
ture in the room is within a standard comfort zone .
[0004] The dynamics of internal factors is complex too ,
dows during winters is lower than that of a location apart

and depends on the physiology and psychology of an
individual, and thus is individual-dependent. An ideal
HVAC system should consider the interaction of these two
internal and external systems. Because of the complexity of

the systems, designing an HVAC controller is extremely
difficult.
[0005 ] Current HVAC systems ignore these complexities
through a series of restrictive and limiting approximations.
Most approaches used in the current HVAC systems are
based on the lumped modeling of all relevant physical
variables indicated by only one or a few scalar values. This
limits the performance of the current HVAC systems in
making occupants comfortable while minimizing the opera
tion cost because the complex dynamics of the airflow ,
temperature, and humidity change are ignored .
[0006 ] Accordingly, further developments of controlling
the HVAC systems are required .

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0007 ] Some embodiments are based on recognition and
appreciation of the fact that a controller for operating an

air -conditioning system conditioning an indoor space
includes a data input to receive state data of the space at
multiple points in the space ; a memory to store a code of a

reinforcement learning algorithm and a history of the state

data and a history of control commands having been applied
to the air -conditioning system , wherein the history of the

control commands is associated with the state data and

history of rewards ; a processor coupled to the memory
determines a value function outputting a cumulative value of
the rewards and transmits a control command by using the
reinforcement learning algorithm , wherein the reinforce
ment learning algorithm processes the histories of the state

data , control commands, and reward data and transmits a

control command ; a data output to receive the control

command from the processor and transmit a control signal to
the air -conditioning system , wherein the control signal con
trols at least one actuator of the air- conditioning system
according to the control command .
10008 ] Another embodiment discloses a controlling

method of an air - conditioning system conditioning an indoor
space . the controlling method includes steps of measuring ,

by using at least one sensor, state data of the space at

multiple points in the space ; storing a history of the state
data and a history of control commands having been applied
to the air -conditioning system , wherein the history of the
control commands is associated with the state data and
history of rewards; determining a value function outputting

a cumulative value of the rewards , wherein the determining
the value function is performed by using a reinforcement

learning algorithm that processes the histories of the state
data , control commands, and reward data and transmits a

control command ; determining a control command based on
the value function using latest state data and the history of

the state data ; and controlling the air -conditioning system by

using at least one actuator according to the control com
mand .

[0009 ] Another embodiment discloses air-conditioning
system conditioning an indoor space . The air- conditioning
system includes at least one sensor configured to measure
state data of the space at multiple points in the space ; an
actuator control device comprises : a compressor control
device configured to control a compressor; an expansion

valve control device configured to control an expansion
valve ; an evaporator fan controldevice configured to control
an evaporator fan , a condenser fan controldevice configured

to control a condenser fan ; and a controller configured to
transmit a control command to the actuator control device ,
wherein the controller comprises: a data input to receive
state data of the space at multiple points in the space ; a

memory to store a code of a reinforcement learning algo
rithm and a history of the state data and a history of control
commands having been applied to the air - conditioning sys

tem , wherein the history of the control commands is asso
ciated with the state data and history of rewards; a processor
coupled to the memory determines a value function output

ting a cumulative value of the rewards and transmits a

control command by using the reinforcement learning algo

rithm , wherein the reinforcement learning algorithm pro

cesses the histories of the state data, control commands, and

reward data and transmits a control command ; a data output
to receive the control command from the processor and
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transmit a control signal to the air -conditioning system ,

wherein the control signal controls at least one actuator of

the air -conditioning system according to the control com
mand .

[0010 ] Another embodiment discloses a non -transitory

computer readable recoding medium storing thereon a pro

gram having instructions, when executed by a computer , the

program causes the computer to execute the instructions for

controlling an air - conditioning system air - conditioning an
indoor space , the instructions comprising steps of: measur
ing , by using at least one sensor , state data of the space at
multiple points in the space ; storing a history of the state
data and a history of control commands having been applied

to the air - conditioning system , wherein the history of the
control commands is associated with the state data and

history of rewards ; determining a value function outputting

a cumulative value of the rewards, wherein the determining
the value function is performed by using a reinforcement
learning algorithm that processes the histories of the state

data , control commands, and reward data and transmits a
control command ; determining a control command based on
the value function using latest state data and the history of
the state data ; and controlling the air -conditioning system by

using at least one actuator according to the control com

mand .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011 ] FIG . 1A is a block diagram of an air-conditioning
system ;

[0012 ] FIG . 1B is a schematic of a room controlled by the

air -conditioning system ;

[0013] FIG . 2A is a block diagram of control processes of
a controller of an air -conditioning system ;
[ 0014 ] FIG . 2B is a block diagram of a reinforcement
learning agent interacting with environments ;
[0015 ] FIG . 2C shows a reinforcement learning process
and a computer system processing an RFQI algorithm for
controlling an HVAC system ;

[0016 ] FIG . 3 shows different states of a room indicated as
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embodiment of the invention is not necessarily limited to
that embodiment and can be practiced in any other embodi
ments of the invention .
[0022 ]. Some embodiments are based on recognition that

controller for controlling an operation of an air -conditioning
system conditioning an indoor space , includes a data input
to receive state data of the space at multiple points in the
space ; a memory to store a code of a reinforcement learning
algorithm and a history of the state data and a history of
control commands having been applied to the air-condition
ing system , wherein the history of the control commands is
associated with the state data and history of rewards ; a
processor coupled to the memory determines a value func
tion outputting a cumulative value of the rewards and
transmits a control command by using the reinforcement
learning, wherein the reinforcement learning processes the
histories of the state data , control commands, and reward
data and transmits a control command ; a data output to
receive the control command from the processor and trans

mit a control signal to the air-conditioning system , wherein
the control signal controls at least one actuator of the
air-conditioning system according to the control command.
[0023 ] The history of the states can be a sequence of
observations of the states of the space and control com
mands over time that is a history of the system .
[0024 ] FIG . 1A shows a block diagram of an air -condi
tioned system in rooms. The air - conditioned system may be
referred to as an HVAC system 100 . The HVAC system
includes a controller 105 , a compressor control device 122 ,
an expansion valve control device 121, an evaporator fan

control device 124 , and a condenser fan control device 123 .
These devices are connected to one or a combination of

components such an evaporator fan 114 , a condenser fan
113 , an expansion valve 111 , and a compressor 112 .

10025 ]. Further, FIG . 1B shows a schematic of an air
conditioned room . In this case , each of the rooms 160 has

one or more doors 161, windows 165 and walls separating

neighboring rooms. The temperature and airflow of the room

160 is controlled by the HVAC system 100 through venti
lation units 101 arranged on the ceiling of the room 160. In
some cases, the ventilation units 101 can be arranged on the

a caricature of hot and cold areas;
[0017] FIG . 4 shows a comparison of two thermal states of

walls of the room 160 . Each ventilation unit 101 may

a room ;

angles of the fans . In this case , the angles of the fans can be
controlled by signals from the controller 105 connected to

[0018 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart of an RFQI algorithm ;

[0019] FIG . 6 shows an RFQI algorithm comparing the
current state of a room with a database for selecting an
action ; and
[0020 ] FIG . 7 shows a block diagram for determining a
reward function .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
10021] Various embodiments of the present invention are
described hereafter with reference to the figures. It would be

include fans changing the airflow directions by changing the

the HVAC system 100. In some cases, the ventilation unit
101 includes airflow deflectors attached to the fans changing
the airflow directions controlled by the signals from the

controller 105 connected to the HVAC system 100 . A set of
provide physical information to the controller 105 . Further,
the sensors 130 observe or measure states of the HVAC
system 100 .
sensors 130 are arranged on the walls of the room 160 and

100261. The controller 105 includes a data input/output
(I/ O ) unit 131 transmitting and receiving signals from sen

noted that the figures are only intended to facilitate the

sors 130 arranged in the room 160, the learning system 150
learning algorithm (or learning neural networks), a com
mand generating unit 170 determining and transmitting a
control signal 171, an actuator control unit 180 receiving the

are not intended as an exhaustive description of the inven

generates and transmits a control command 181 to the

tion or as a limitation on the scope of the invention . In

actuators of the HVAC system 100 . The actuators may
include a compressor control device 122 , an expansion valve

noted that the figures are not drawn to scale elements of

similar structures or functions are represented by like ref
erence numerals throughout the figures . It should be also
description of specific embodiments of the invention . They

addition , an aspect described in conjunction with a particular

including a processor and a memory storing code data of a

command signal 171 from the command generating unit 170
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control device 121, a condenser fan control device 123 , and

an evaporator fan control device 124 .

[0027] In some embodiments of the invention, the sensors

130 can be infrared (IR ) cameras that measure the tempera

tures over surfaces of objects arranged in the room or
another indoor space . The IR cameras are arranged on the
ceiling of the room 160 or the walls of the room 160 so that
the IR cameras can cover a predetermined zone in the room

160 . Further, each IR camera can measure and record
temperature distribution images over the surfaces of the
objects in the room in every predetermined time. In this case ,

[0033 ] After receiving the signal, the command generating

unit 170 generates and transmits a signal 171 to the actuator
control unit 180 in step S3. Based on the signal 171, the
actuator control unit 180 transmits a control signal 181 to the

actuators of the air-conditioning system 100 in step S4 .
[0034 ]. The reward function 140 provides a reward 141.
The reward 141 can be positive whenever the temperature is
within the desired limits , and can be negative when it is not.
This reward function 140 can be set using mobile applica
tions or an electronic device on the wall. The learning

the predetermined time can be changed according to a

system 150 observes the sensors 130 via the data I/O unit
131 and collects data from the sensors 130 at predetermined

control command transmitted from the controller 105 of the
HVAC system 100 . Further, the sensors 130 can be tem

of the sensors 130 through the observation . The dataset is

perature sensors to detect temperatures on the surface of an
object in the room , and transmit signals of the temperatures
to the HVAC system 100 . Also , the sensors can be humidity

sensors detecting humidity at predetermined spaces in the

room 160 and transmit signals of the humidity to the HVAC
system 100. The sensors 130 can be airflow sensors mea

suring airflow rate at predetermined positions in the room
160 and transmit signals of the airflow rates measured to the

HVAC system 100 .
[0028 ] The HVAC system 100 may include other sensors
scattered in the room 160 for reading the temperature ,

humidity , and airflow around the room 160 . Sensor signals

transmitted from the sensors 130 to the HVAC system 100

are indicated in FIG . 1A . Further, the sensors 130 may be

arranged at places other than the ceiling or walls of the room .

For instance , the sensors 130 may be disposed around any

objects such as tables , desks , shelves , chairs or sofas in the
room 160 . Further , the objects may be a wall forming the

regular times. The learning system 150 is provided a dataset

used to learn a function that provides the desirability of each

state of the HVAC system . This desirability is called the

value of the state , and will be formally defined . The value is

used to determine the control command ( or control signal)
171 . For instance , the control command is to increase or

decrease the temperature of the air blown to the room .

Another control command is to choose specific valves to be

opened or closed . These high -level control commands are

converted to lower - level actuator controlling signals 181 on
a data output (not shown in the figure ). This controller is

operatively connected to a set of control devices for trans
forming the set of control signals into a set of specific
control inputs for corresponding components.
[0035 ] For example , the controller unit 180 in the control

ler 105 can control actuators including the compressor
control device 122 , the expansion valve control device 121,
the evaporator fan control device 124 , and the condenser fan

space of the room or partitions partitioning zones of the

control device 123 . These devices are connected to one or a
combination of components such the evaporator fan 114 , the

room .
10029 ]. In some cases , the sensors 130 include micro

pressor 112 .

room 160 to detect occupant' s voice . The microphones are

the learning system 150 can use a Reinforcement Learning
(RL ) algorithm stored in the memory for controlling the

phones arranged at predetermined locations in the in the

arranged zones in the room 160 , in which the zone are close

to the working position of the occupant. For instance , the

predetermined locations can be a working desk , a meeting

table , chairs , walls or partitioning walls arranged around the

condenser fan 113, the expansion valve 111 , and the com

[00361 In some embodiments according to the invention ,

HVAC system 100 without any need to perform any model
reduction or simplifications prior to design of the controller.

The RL -based learning system 150 allows us to directly use

desks or tables. The sensors 130 can be wireless sensors that
communicate with the controller 105 via the data input/

design the controller for each new building. The additional

0030 ] In another embodiment, the other types of settings
can be considered , for example a room with multiple HVAC

For instance , it is not anymore limited to quadratic cost

output unit 131.

units, a multi-zone office, or a house with multiple rooms.
[0031 ] FIG . 2A is a block diagram of control processes of
the controller 105 of an air -conditioning system 100 . In step
S1 , the controller 105 receives signals from the sensors 130
via the data input/output (1/ 0 ) unit 131 . The data I/O unit
131 includes a wireless detection module ( not shown in the
figure ) that receives wireless signals from wireless sensors
included in the sensor 130 or wireless input devices installed
in a wireless device used by an occupant.
[ 0032 ] The learning system 150 includes a reinforcement

learning algorithm stored in thememory in connection with
the processor in the learning system 150 . The learning

system 150 obtains a reward from a reward function 140 . In
some cases, the reward value can be determined by a reward
signal (not shown in figure ) from the wireless device 102
receiving a signal from a wireless device operated by an
occupant. The learning system 150 transmits a signal 151 to

the command generating unit 170 in step S2 .

data , so it reduces or eliminates the need for an expert to

benefit of an RL -based controller is that it can use a variety
of reward ( or cost) functions as the objective to optimize .
functions based on the average temperature in the room . It

is also not limited to cost functions that only depend on
external factors such as the average temperature as it can
easily include the more subjective notions of cost such as the

comfort level of occupants .
[0037] In some cases, the reinforcement learning deter
mines the value function based on distances between the
latest state data and previous state data of the history of the
state data .
[0038 ] Another benefit of an RL -based controller is that

the controller directly works with a high dimensional, and
theoretically infinite - dimensional, state of the system . The
temperature or humidity fields, which are observed through
multitude of sensors, define a high -dimensional input that

can directly be used by the algorithm . This is in contrast with

the conventional models that require a low - dimensional

representation of the state of the system . The high - dimen
sional state of the system
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[0039 ] can approximately be obtained by placing tempera
ture and airflow sensors at various locations in a room , or be

obtained by reading an infrared image of the solid objects in
the room . This invention allows various forms of observa

tions to be used without any change to the core algorithm .
allows higher performing controller compared to those that
work with a low - dimensional representation of the state of
the system .
[0040 ] Partial Differential Equation Control
[0041] Reinforcement learning (RL ) is model -free
Working with the high -dimensional state of the system

machine learning paradigm concerned with how software
agents ought to take actions in an environment so as to
maximize some notion of cumulative reward . An environ

ment is a dynamical system that changes according to the

behavior of the agent. A cumulative reward is a measure that

Learner 710 . The removable storage might be a disk , flash

disk , or a connection to a cloud computer.
[0046 ] With respect to FIG . 2B , for a given choice of an
action a, 221 , the state of the environment changes from x ,

to X - 1 . For example , in the HVAC system 100 , increasing

the temperature of the blown air leads to a change in the

temperature profile of the room . In an HVAC system , the
dynamics of this change is governed by a set of partial

differential equations (PDE ), that describe the thermody
namical and fluid dynamics of the room .

[0047] Some embodiments of the invention do not need to

explicitly know these dynamical equations in order to design
the HVAC controller. The RL agent 220 receives the value
of a so -called reward function after each transition to a new
state 212 . The value of the reward function is a realnumber

determines the long- term performance of the agent. Rein

r, that can depend on the state X?, the selected action a ,, and

their environment.
[0042 ] FIG . 2B showshow an RL agent 220 interacts with
its environment 210 . At time step te { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . }, the RL
agent 220 observes the state of the environment x , 211. It

[0048 ] The reward function determines the desirability of

forcement learning paradigm allows us to design agents that
improve their long -term performance by interacting with

may also partially observe the state , for example , some
aspects of the state might be invisible to the agent . The state
of the environment is a variable that summarizes the history
of the dynamical system . For the HVAC system 100 con
trolling the temperature of a room or a building , the state of
the system is the temperature of each point in the room or a

building , as well as the airflow velocity at each point, and the
humidity at each point. In some cases, when the state of the

system cannot be directly observed , the RL agent 220
observes a function of the state can be observed . For

example , the RL agent 220 observes the temperature and
humidity at a few locations in the room where sensors are

the next state Xz+ 13

the change from the current state to the next state while
performing the selected action . For an HVAC control sys
tem , the reward function determines whether the current
state of the room is in a comfortable temperature and /or
humidity zone to occupants in the room . The reward func

tion , however, does not take into account the long -term
effects of the current action and changes in the state . The
long -term effects and desirability of an action is encoded in

the value function , which is described blow .
00491. Mathematically, an RL problem can be formulated
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) . In one embodiment,
a finite -action discounted MDP can be used to describe the
RL problem . Such MDP is described by a 4 - tuple ( X , A , P ,

R , Y), where x is an infinite dimensional state space, A is

a finite set of actions, P : YXA ?M

) is the transition

placed . This results in the loss of information . The RL agent
220 can perform relatively well even though the observation

probability kernel, and P : XXA ?M ( R ) is the immediate

does not have all the state information .

factor. Then these quantities are identified within the context

[ 0043) After observing a state , or a partial observation of
the state , the RL agent 220 selects an action at 221. The

of HVAC PDE control.
[0050 ] Consider a domain Z - R , which might rep
resent inside a room or a building . We denote aZ as its
boundary, which consists of the walls , the doors, etc. The
state of a PDE is described by xe x . This variable encodes
relevant quantities that describe the physical state of the
PDE . Examples of these variables are the temperature T :
Z ?R and airflow fields v: Z R3.
[0051 ] We consider the control problem in which the PDE
is controlled by changing the boundary temperature T . (z, t)

action is a command that is sent to the actuators of the

HVAC system 100 having a controller. For example , the

action can be to increase or decrease the speed of fans, or to
increase or decrease the temperature of the air . According to

some embodiments of the invention , the computation of the
action is performed by the control command 171, which uses
the value function outputted by 150 .

[0044 ] FIG . 2C showshow the RFQI algorithm is imple

mented to control the HVAC system 100 . The sensors 130

read the current state of the HVAC system . The current state

can be referred to as the latest state .
[ 0045 ] The learning system 150 executes the RFQI algo
rithm using a processor, a working memory , and some

non - volatile memory that stores the program codes . The
codes include the code for processing the sensors 130 ,
including the IR sensor. The memory stores the RFQI code

510 ,530 , 540, 550 , the code for action selection 660 , and the
code for computing the kernel function 450, and a reward

function 140 . The working memory stores the learned coef
ficients outputted by the RFQI algorithm 640 as well as the
intermediate results . The details are described later with
respect to FIG . 5 . Through a removable storage 720, the
code of RFQI algorithm can be imported to the RFQI

reward distribution . The constant Osy < 1 is the discount

and airflow velocity v . For example , in one embodiment of
themethod, the boundary temperature is changed by turning

on /off heaters or coolers, and the airflow is controlled by
using fans on the wall and changing the speed .
10052 ]. In the finite -action discounted MDP formulation ,

the control commands ( T , and v ) belong to a finite action

(i.e ., control) set A with | A |< 00 :
A ={(1 ,4, va): a = 1,. . . , \ Al}.
This should be interpreted as choosing action a at time t
leads to setting the boundary condition as T (z , t) = T ) " ( z )
and the velocity flow as víz , t) = vº ( z ) for the locations zez
that can be directly controlled , for example on the boundary
?Z .
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[0053] A PDE can be written in the following compact
form :

[0061] In some embodiments of the invention, the user
enters his or her current comfort level through a smartphone

application . The reward is provided by the reward function
140 .
2x

Ti = g(x(i), a(t)),

[0062 ] We now need to define the concept of a policy . The

mapping from the state space to an action space : X

Ais

called a policy it . Following the policy in an MDP means

in which both the domain and its boundary condition are
The function g describes the changes in the state of the PDE
as a function of the current state x and action a . The exact
definition of the function g is not required for the proposed
implicitly incorporated in the definition of the function g .

method ; we assume that it exists . For example , the function

g is a function that can be written by the advection - diffusion

and the Navier- Stokes equations.

[ 00541 We discretize the time and work with discrete -time

Partial Difference Equations:

Xz+1 =f(x, a.).
[0055 ] The choice of 1 as the time step is arbitrary and

could be replaced by any A , (e .g ., second , minute, etc .) but

that at each time step t, we choose action A , according to
A = ( X ). A policy may also be referred to as a controller .

[0063 ] For a policy it , we define the concept of an action

value function Qt, which is a function of the state and action .

The action - value function QT is a function that indicates that
how much discounted cumulative reward the agent obtains

if it starts at state x , chooses action a, and after that follows

the policy o in its action selection . The value function of the

policy i determines the long -term desirability of following

n . Formally , let R1, R2, R3, . . . be the sequence of rewards

when the Markov chain is started from a state -action (X ,
A2) drawn from a positive probability distribution over xxA

and the agent follows the policy n . Then the action- value
function QT: XXAR

at state -action ( x , a ) is defined as

for simplicity we assume it is indeed equal to one. In an

HVAC system , this is determined based on the frequency

that the HVAC controller might change the actuators .
[0056 ] More generally, one can describe the temporal
evolution of the PDE by a transition probability kernel:
Xx+1~ P (-1X ,, a .).

[0057] We use X instead of x in order to emphasize that it
ability of being at the next state X :- 1 when the current state
is X , and the selection action is az. For deterministic dynam
ics , P ( x /X , a )= d (x - f( x , a )) , in which is Dirac ' s delta
function that puts a probability mass of unity at f(X , a ).
is a random variable . This equation determines the prob

O*.)= ** .|x =x,A1=
[0064] For a discounted MDP, we define an optimal
action - value function as the action -value function that has

the highest value among all possible choices of policies.
Formally , it is defined as

Q*(x, a) = supQ "(x, a )

10058 ) After defining the state space x and the dynamics
f : XxAX

( or P for stochastic systems), we specify the

reward function r : XxA > R . This function evaluates how
desirable the current state of the system is as well as how

for all state -actions (x , a )e XxA .

[0065 ] A policy T * is defined as optimal if the value of the

[0059 ] In one embodiment, the reward function can be

policy achieves the best values in every state , i.e ., if
QU* = Q * . The eventual goal of the RL agent 220 is to find the

in the room is denoted by Z CZ, and let T * be the desirable
temperature profile . As an example, Z , is the area of the

respect to the action - value

costly the current action is .

defined as follows. Consider that the comfort zone of people

optimal policy ot* or a close approximation .
[0066 ] Further, the policy it is defined as greedy with

room where people are sitting, which is a subset of the whole

room . The desired temperature T * might be a constant
temperature , or it can be a spatially - varying temperature
profile . For instance , in the winter an occupant might prefer

( x ) = argmax

(x , a )

DEA

the temperature to be warmer wherever an occupant is

sitting, while it can be cooler wherever there is none . The
reward function 140 can be defined by the following equa

function Q , if for all x e X .

tion

r(x, a )= - DS2,1T(z)- 7* (z)/? dz+ Caction (Q )],
in which caction (a ) is the cost of choosing the action . This
might include the cost of heater or cooler operation and the

cost of turning on the fan .
0060 ] In some embodiments , other terms can be included .
For example , when occupants dislike fan 's air to be blown
on their body, a cost term can be simply included in the form

of -82,][va( z) |* to penalize that. In general, we can include

any function of x and a in the definition of the reward
function . This is in contrast with the conventional
approaches that require simple forms such as the quadratic

cost function due to its analytical simplicity .

(x , a ),
Î ( x; Q ) argmaxQ
GEA

We define function which returns a greedy policy of the
action -value function Q . If there exist multiple maximizers,
a maximizer is chosen in an arbitrary deterministic manner.
Greedy policies are important because a greedy policy with
respect to the optimal action -value function Q * is an optimal
policy. Hence , knowing Q * is sufficient for behaving opti
mally.
[0067 ] The Bellman optimality operator T * : B (XXA ) -> B
(XXA ) is defined as
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the images at predetermined areas in the room at preset

(T* O)(x,a)–r(x,a)+ y m?x Qly,a')P(dy |x,a).
[0068 ] The Bellman optimality operator has a nice prop

times . The images measured by the identical IR camera

provide temperature changes or temperature transitions as a
function of time. Accordingly , the difference between the
temperature distributions in the room at different time can be
input to the controller 105 as different states ( or state data )

erty that its fixed point is the optimal value function .
10069 ] We next describe the RFQImethod 150 to find an
approximate solution to the fixed - point of the Bellman

optimality operator using data . The output of the method is

for determining a value function .

an estimate of the action -value function , which is given to

may include one or combination of measurements of a

the command generating unit 170. The command generating
unit 170 then computes the greedy policy with respect to the

via the data input/output unit 131 according to a predesigned
format. The learning system 150 computes the two state data

[0074 ] In some cases, the latest state data at each point

temperature, an airflow , and humidity at the point.

10075 ] FIG . 3 shows the caricature of several states of a

estimated action -value function .
10070 ) Regularized Fitted Q -Iteration
[ 0071] Some embodiments of the invention use a particu
lar reinforcement learning algorithm to find a close to the

and 340 are indicated in the figure . The states 310 , 320 , 330
and 340 can be temperature profiles . Further, the states 310 ,

based on estimating the optimal action -value function when
the state x is very high - dimensional. Given such an estimate ,

optimal policy T * . The reinforcement learning algorithm is

320 , 330 and 340 can include the airflow and humidity . As
an example , the state 310 shows when the top right of a room

a close - to -optimal policy can be found by choosing the

is warmer than a predetermined temperature and the bottom
left is colder than another predetermined temperature . A

greedy policy with respect to the estimated action -value
function . For instance , the Regularized Fitted Q - Iteration

(RFQI) algorithm can be used .
a series of regression problems. The RFQI algorithm uses a

10072 ] The RFQI algorithm is based on iteratively solving

reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS ) to represent

action - value functions . The RKHS is defined based on a
kernel function . The kernel function receives two different

room . In this case , four states ( or state data ) 310 , 320 , 330

closely similar state is shown in the state 320 . Here the

location of cold region is slightly changed , but the overall
temperature profile of the room is similar to the state 310 . A
state 330 shows a different situation compared to the state

310 or the state 320 , in which the warm region is concen
trated in the left side of the room while the cold region is
close to the right side. Another example state is shown in the
state 340 . Of course , in the real implemented system , we use

states and returns a measure of their “ similarity ” . The value

a real- valued temperature field instead of these caricatures.

[0073] According to some embodiments of the invention ,

suggests that we can define a kernel function that returns the

considering each high - dimensional state of the PDE as a

images can be computed quickly , the RFQI algorithm with

is larger when two states are more similar.

one can define kernels appropriate for controlling PDEs by

two, three or more than three -dimensional image . The states

can be vectors consisting of pixel values of IR images

indicating temperature distribution in a space taken by an IR
camera , or scalar numbers related to temperature , humidity

or air - flow data obtained by the sensors, or combination of
the pixel values of IR images or the numbers related to

temperature , humidity or air - flow data . For example , the
temperature profile of the room is a 3 - dimensional image
with the density of each pixel ( or voxel or element) corre

sponding to the temperature . The same also holds for the
humidity, and similarly for the airflow . The IR camera
includes a thermographic camera or thermal camera . The IR

camera provides images showing temperature variations of

objects or a zone in a room . The objects include the

occupants, desks, chairs, walls, any objects seen from the IR

camera . The temperature variations are expressed with pre

determined different colors . Each of points in an image

provided by the IR camera may include attributes. In this

case , the corresponding points of an image or images taken
by the IR camera may include attributes . For example , the
attributes may include color information . The IR camera
outputs or generates images corresponding to pixels indi

cating temperature information based on predetermined col
ors and levels of brightness . For instance , a higher tempera

ture area in an image of the IR camera can be red or blight
color, and a lower temperature area in the image can be blue

or dark color. In other words, each of colors at positions in

the image observed by the IR camera represents a predeter
mined temperature range. Multiple IR cameras can be
arranged in the room to observe predetermined areas or

zones in the room . The IR cameras take, observe ormeasure

100761 Representing the state of the room as an image
similarity of two images. Since the distance between two

aforementioned way of defining kernels can handle very
high -dimensional states efficiently .

[0077 ] More concretely, a kernel function K : xxx - R is
a function that receives two states x , and X2, and returns a
real- valued number that indicates the similarity between two
states. In the HVAC problem , the state might be considered
as an image .
[0078] The choice of K is flexible . One possible choice is
a squared exponential kernel (i.e ., Gaussian kernel), which
is defined as

K(x1,x2)=expl_

)

in which o ( > 0 ) is a bandwidth parameter and Il·lk is a norm

defined over the state space . This norm measures a distance
between two states x , and X2 . Since general states can be
vector fields such as temperatures and airflow fields over z

, the norm can be potentially infinite dimensional vectors . To

define the norm over the vector fields, we consider them

similar to (2D or 3D or higher-dimensional) images, as is
commonly used in the machine vision technique and com
pute them as if we are computing the distance between two
images .
[0079 ] FIG . 4 shows an example of computing the kernel
function . Given two images x , 410 and x , 420 , the difference
430 between the images 410 and 420 is computed first. The
difference is indicated by an image that shows the difference
between two vector fields , treated as images. We then
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compute the norm of this difference . One embodiment of
this norm is the Euclidean norm , which is defined as

|1x/ = ielmage x (i),
in which x (i) is an i- th pixel (or voxel or element ) in the
a deviation value 440 based on the Gaussian kernel,

image x . For a squared exponential kernel, we then compute

snapshot of the temperature and airflow field . It can be

measured using multitude of spatially distributed tempera
ture and airflow sensors 130 . Another embodiment is that
one uses Infrared sensors to measure the temperature on
solid objects.

[0086 ] Note that for any fixed function Q ,

E[R(x,a)+ymaxgx”,c)|* =x,A=a)=(1+O/(x,a),

ER( x , a ) + y max Q ( X
d ' EÅ

a

X = x, A = a = (T *

( x , a ).

that is , the conditional expectation of samples in the form of

K(x1,x )= expl 4 stelle)
as indicated in FIG . 4 . The outcome 450 after the step of
computing 430 is output as K (X1, X2). In another embodi
ment of this work , we may use other similarity distances
between two images as the kernel function — as long as they
satisfy the technical condition of being a positive semidefi
nite kernel. We may also use features extracted by a deep
neural network to compute the similarities.
[ 0080 ] In some cases , the distance can be determined by

the kernel function using two states corresponding to two

r(x , a ) + y max
d ' EÅ Q (X ' , a ' )

is indeed the same as T * Qx. Finding this expectation is the
algorithm that uses regularized least -squares regression esti
mation for this purpose .
[0087 ] The RFQI algorithm works as follows, as sche
matically shown in FIG . 5. At the first iteration , the RFQI

problem of regression . The RFQI algorithm is an AVI

algorithm starts with initializing the action - value function
Qo 510 . The action - value function Qo can be initialized to

images . For instance , when the images are obtained by IR

zero function or to some other non - zero function , if we have

cameras , an image is formed with pixels, and individual
pixels include temperature information at corresponding
locations in a space taken by the IR camera or IR sensor. The
temperature information of a pixel can be a value (number )

would be close to the non -zero function . The non -zero initial
function can be obtained from solving other related HVAC

ranging in predetermined values corresponding to predeter
mined temperatures. Accordingly , the two images obtained
by the IR camera provide two states. By processing the two
states with the kernel function , the distance of the two states
can be determined .
[0081 ] RFQI Algorithm
[0082 ] The RFQI algorithm is an iterative algorithm that
approximately performs value iteration (VI). A generic VI
algorithm iteratively performs
Ox +16T* Qx

[0083] Here Qx is an estimation of the value function at the
estimation of the value function converges to an optimal

a prior knowledge that the optimal action -value function

control tasks in the multi-task reinforcement learning set

ting .
[0088 ] At iteration k , we are given a dataset D. = {(X ;, Aig
R ;, X ';) };= 1" 520 . Here X , is a sample state , the action A , is
drawn from t (. X ;), a behavior policy, the reward R . - R
(:1X ;, A ;), and the next state X +;~ P (:IX ;, A ;). In the HVAC
system , these data are collected from the sensors 130 , the

control commands ( or command signals ) 171 applied to the

HVAC system 100 , and the reward function 140 providing
a reward value . The collection of the data can be done before
running the RL algorithm or during the working of the
algorithm .

[0089 ] For the RKHS algorithm , we are also given a
corresponding to a kernel
function K : (XXA ) (XxA ) -> R . For any X ;, we set the target

k -th iteration. It can be shown that Q > Q * , that is, the

function space FA = H : XXAR

action -value function asymptotically .

of regression as Y = R ; + y max , Q _ ( X ';, a') 530 , and solve the
regularized least squares regression problem 540 . That is ,
we solve the following optimization problem :

[0084] For MDPs with large state spaces, an exact VI is

impractical, because the exact representation of Q is difficult
or impossible to obtain . In this case , we can use Approxi

mate Value Iteration (AVI):

Qx+z< T* Qk?
in which Qx + 1 is represented by a function obtained from a
function space Fl4l: xxA — R . The function space xxA can
be much smaller than the space of all measurable functions
on F 41. The choice of the function space Fl4l is an important
aspect of an AVI algorithm , e .g ., the function space can be
the Sobolev space W * (XxA ). Intuitively , if the AVI T * Qz can
be well- approximated within Fl4l, the AVI performs well .

@nut argmin Îlexi,As [ + max @nx;,c')|+2/ 2016

[0090 ] The function space H , being a Hilbert space, can be
infinite dimensional. But for Hilbert spaces that have the
reproducing kernel property , one can prove a representative
theorem stating that the solution of this optimization prob
lem has a finite representation in the form of

[0085 ] Additionally , in the HVAC control system , espe

cially when we only have data (RL setting ) or the model is
T * Qk cannot be computed easily . Instead, one only has a

available with much complexity, the integral in the AVI
sample X ';~ P (:IX ;, A ;) for a finite set of state - action pairs

{( X ;, A ,)} ;= 1" . In the HVAC control system , X ; might be a

(2)

Ox+1(x,a) = a* +)K?(X;,A;),(x,a),
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for some vector a (k +1) = (a ,(k + 1), . . . (k + 1), a , (k +1)7€R ” . Here

K (( X ;, A ;), (x , a )) is the similarity between the state -action

( x , a ) and ( X ;, A ;). The kernel here is defined similar to how
it was discussed before and shown in FIG . 4 , with the

difference that the state -action (as opposed to only states) are
compared . In one embodiment, we define

K ((X1, 21), ( x2, az))=K (x1, x2 )]/{a ,= a2}.
[0091 ] We already discussed the choice of kernel function
K (x1, x2) for one embodiment of the invention .
[0092] Since the RFQI algorithm works iteratively , it is
reasonable to assume that Qx has a similar representation
(with ak) instead of a (k+ 1}). Moreover , assume that the
initial value function is zero , i.e ., Qe = 0 . We can now replace
Q and Q by their expansions. We use the fact that for Q (x ,
a )= ;= 1" a ;K ((X ;, A ;), (x , a )),||Q | H2 = a +Ka , with K being the
Grammian matrix to be defined shortly . After some algebraic
manipulations, we get that the solution of (2 ) is
(k + 1 ) -

(K + na!) ,
k = 0,
| (K + na!)-'(r + y Kit alk)) k2 1.

[ 0093] Here r = (R1, . . . , R ) ? . To define K , K + € Rnxn , first
define

ACK) = arg maxEA @ f(Xf, a'),i.e.,
the greedy action with respect to Qx at the next- state X ';.We

then have

images. In someembodiments of the invention , one may use

a deep neural network as the representation of the Q func
tion .

[0097 ] In another embodiment, a convolutional deep neu
ral network is used to process the input from the infrared
camera . At each iteration of the said method , we use a deep
convolutional neural network to fit the data by solving the
following optimization problem :

Oath- angomis Šlex,4.)–[R:+ymaxê,(3,2)|
[0098 ] The optimization does not need to be done exactly,

and one may use a stochastic gradientdescent or someother
parameter tuning algorithm to update the weights of the
neural network . In the said DNN implementation , the con
volutional layer of the network process the image - like input,

which is in the form of IR sensors . Other sensors might also

be added .

[0099 ] FIG . 7 shows an example of a procedure for
computing a reward function 140 . At each time step , the

sensors 130 observe the current temperature of the room
610 . The sensors 130 include IR sensors or some other

temperature sensor arranged in the room 160.
(0100 ) A signal 710 regarding a preferred temperature is
input to the HVAC system 100 . The signal 710 may be a
scalar value relevant to a temperature signal received from
a thermostat. In some embodiments , the command signal
710 may be input through a mobile application of a smart
phone, or through a web - based interface . The temperature
can be a single number, or can be specified as different
temperatures in different regions of the room 160 . Desired
temperatures at predetermined points in the room 160 are

[K];= K ((X; 4;), (X ; 4;))

stored in a memory as a vector field 720 . The desired

[K* *]; =K ((X', A *:K) , (X; 4;)).
[ 0094 ] This computation is performed for K iterations .
After that, the RFQI algorithm returns Qx 550.
[0095 ] FIG . 6 shows how to select an action given a new
state x . When a new state x 610 is given by themultitude of
sensors that observe the state of the HVAC system 130 , a
similarity 620 is computed with respect to all previously
observed state -actions in the dataset D . 630 . We then use the
coefficients alk ) obtained by (4 ), shown in 640 , along with
the pairwise similarities 620 , to compute Qx (x , a ) 650 for
all a € A using ( 3 ) . The selected action 660 is chosen using

the greedy policy (1) with respect to Qx, that is

temperature can be inferred from a single number entered by

a user using an input device . The input device may be some

other means . For instance , the input device may be a voice
recognition system installed in the sensors 130 in the room

160. When the voice recognition system recognized a pre
ferred temperature of the occupant, the voice recognition
system of the sensor 130 transmits a signal associated with

a desired temperature recognized from a spoken language of

the occupant to the HVAC system 100 .
10101 ] The reward function computes the reward value
141 according to equation (1 ) . This procedure may be

referred to as a reward metric .

[0102] As described above , a controlling method of an

air - conditioning system

A =

f (x; @ K ) = arg maxçeÅ Ôx (x, a) = argmaxge?a * K ((Xi, A;), (x, a )).
i= 1

conditioning an indoor space

includes steps of measuring, by using at least one sensor,
state data of the space atmultiple points in the space , storing
a history of the state data and a history of control commands
having been applied to the air -conditioning system , wherein
the history of the control commands is associated with the

[0096 ] This determines the action as the control command
control unit 180 to generate the control signals 181 for the
actuators of the HVAC system . This algorithm can continu
ally collect new data and update to improve the policy ,
without any need for human intervention . The embodiments
are not limited to the regularized least- squares regression

wherein the determining the value function is performed by
using a reinforcement learning algorithm that processes the
histories of the state data , control commands, and reward

and the RFQI algorithm . One may use other regression

data ; and controlling the air - conditioning system by using at

methods that can work with a similarity distance between

least one actuator according to the control command .

171 . The control command 171 is transmitted to the actuator

state data and history of rewards, determining a value
function outputting a cumulative value of the rewards ,

data , determining a control command based on the value

function using latest state data and the history of the state
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[0103 ] Further the steps of the method described above

ordered in any suitable way . Accordingly , embodiments may

can be stored in a non -transitory computer readable recoding

be constructed in which acts are performed in an order

medium storing as a program having instructions. When the

different than illustrated , which may include performing

program is executed by a computer or processor, the pro
gram causes the computer to execute the instructions for
controlling an air -conditioning system air- conditioning an

indoor space , the instructions comprising steps of measur
ing, by using at least one sensor, state data of the space at
multiple points in the space, storing a history of the state data
and a history of control commands having been applied to
the air - conditioning system , wherein the history of the
control commands is associated with the state data and
history of rewards, determining a value function outputting

a cumulative value of the rewards, wherein the determining

the value function is performed by using a reinforcement

learning algorithm that processes the histories of the state
data , control commands, and reward data and transmits a
control command , determining a control command based on

the value function using latest state data and the history of

the state data , and controlling the air -conditioning system by
using at least one actuator according to the control com
mand .

some acts simultaneously , even though shown as sequential

acts in illustrative embodiments .

[0107) Use of ordinal terms such as “ first," " second ,” in
the claims to modify a claim element does not by itself

connote any priority, precedence, or order of one claim
element over another or the temporal order in which acts of
a method are performed , but are used merely as labels to

distinguish one claim element having a certain name from
another element having a same name (but for use of the

ordinal term ) to distinguish the claim elements.
We claim :

1. A controller for operating an air -conditioning system
conditioning an indoor space, the controller comprising:
a data input to receive state data of the space atmultiple
points in the space;
a memory to store a code of a reinforcement learning

algorithm and a history of the state data and a history
conditioning system , wherein the history of the control
commands is associated with the state data and history

of control commands having been applied to the air

0104 ] Further, in some embodiments , the air- conditioning
system conditioning an indoor space includes at least one
sensor configured to measure state data of the space at

multiple points in the space , an actuator control device

comprises: a compressor control device configured to con
trol a compressor; an expansion valve control device con

figured to control an expansion valve ; an evaporator fan
control device configured to control an evaporator fan , a
condenser fan control device configured to control a con
denser fan ; and a controller configured to transmit a control

of rewards;

a processor coupled to the memory determines a value
function outputting a cumulative value of the rewards

and transmits a control command by using the rein
forcement learning algorithm , wherein the reinforce

ment learning algorithm processes the histories of the
state data , control commands, and reward data and

transmits a control command;

command to the actuator control device, wherein the con

a data output to receive the control command from the

troller comprises : a data input to receive state data of the
space atmultiple points in the space ; a memory to store a
code of a reinforcement learning algorithm and a history of

trols at least one actuator of the air -conditioning system

the state data and a history of control commandshaving been

applied to the air -conditioning system , wherein the history
of the control commands is associated with the state data and

history of rewards ; a processor coupled to the memory

determines a value function outputting a cumulative value of
the rewards and transmits a control command by using the

reinforcement learning , wherein the reinforcement learning
and reward data and transmits a control command ; a data

processes the histories of the state data , control commands,

output to receive the control command from the processor

and transmit a control signal to the air-conditioning system ,

wherein the control signal controls at least one actuator of
the air -conditioning system according to the control com
mand .

[0105 ] The above -described embodiments of the present
invention can be implemented in any of numerousways . For

example , the embodiments may be implemented using hard

ware , software or a combination thereof.When implemented
in software , the software code can be executed on any
suitable processor or collection of processors , whether pro
vided in a single computer or distributed among multiple
computers . Such processors may be implemented as inte
grated circuits , with one or more processors in an integrated
circuit component. Though , a processor may be imple
mented using circuitry in any suitable format.
[0106 ] Also , the embodiments of the invention may be
embodied as a method , of which an example has been
provided . The acts performed as part of the method may be

processor and transmit a control signal to the air
conditioning system , wherein the control signal con

according to the control command .

2 . The controller of claim 1 , wherein the latest state data
at each point include one or combination of measurements
of a temperature , an airflow , and humidity at the point.

3 . The controller of claim 1 , wherein the sensor is an
infrared ( IR ) sensormeasuring a temperature on a surface of

an object in the space .
4 . The controller of claim 1, wherein the object is a wall
forming the space .
5 . The controller of claim 1 , wherein the reinforcement

learning algorithm determines the value function based on
distances between the latest state data and previous state

data of the history of the state data .

6 . The controller of claim 5 , wherein the distance is

determined by a kernel function using two states corre
sponding to two images .

7. The controller of claim 1 , wherein the reinforcement

learning algorithm is performed based a Regularized Fitted
Q - Iteration (RFQI) algorithm .

8 . The controller of claim 1 , wherein each of the state data

is an IR image indicating a temperature distribution in the

space .

9 . The controller of claim 1 , wherein each of the state data

is formed of pixel data of an IR image measured by said at
least one sensor.

10 . The controller of claim 1, wherein said at least one

sensor includes a microphone and a voice recognition sys
tem .
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11. A controlling method of an air -conditioning system

conditioning an indoor space , themethod comprising steps

16 . The controlling method of claim 15 , wherein the
distance is determined by a kernel function between two

commands having been applied to the air -conditioning

states corresponding to two images formed by state variables
of the two states.
17. The controlling method of claim 11 , wherein the
reinforcement learning algorithm is performed based a
Regularized Fitted Q - Iteration (RFQI) algorithm .

associated with the state data and history of rewards ;

18 . A non -transitory computer readable recordingmedium
storing thereon a program having instructions, when

value of the rewards, wherein the determining the value

execute the instructions for controlling an air -conditioning

of:

measuring, by using at least one sensor, state data of the

space atmultiple points in the space ;

storing a history of the state data and a history of control

system , wherein the history of the control commands is

determining a value function outputting a cumulative

function is performed by using a reinforcement learn

ing algorithm that processes the histories of the state

data , control commands, and reward data and transmits
a control command ;

determining a control command based on the value func
tion using latest state data and the history of the state
data ; and

controlling the air-conditioning system by using at least

one actuator according to the control command .

12 . The controlling method of claim 11, wherein the latest
state data at each point include one or combination of
measurements of a temperature, an airflow , and humidity at

the point.

13. The controlling method of claim 11, wherein said at
temperature on a surface of an object in the space .
least one sensor is an infrared (IR ) sensor measuring a

14 . The controlling method of claim 11, wherein the

object is a wall forming the space .
15 . The controlling method of claim 11 , wherein the
reinforcement learning algorithm determines the value func

tion based on a distance between the latest state data and the
history of state data .

executed by a computer, the program causes the computer to

system air -conditioning an indoor space , the instructions

comprising steps of:

measuring, by using at least one sensor, state data of the
space at multiple points in the space ;
storing a history of the state data and a history of control
commands having been applied to the air - conditioning
system , wherein the history of the control commands is

associated with the state data and history of rewards;
determining a value function outputting a cumulative
value of the rewards, wherein the determining the value
function is performed by using a reinforcement learn
ing algorithm that processes the histories of the state

data, control commands, and reward data and transmits

a control command ;
determining a control command based on the value func
tion using latest state data and the history of the state

data ; and
controlling the air-conditioning system by using at least
one actuator according to the control command .
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